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Dear Preschool Friends and Families,
Happy Last Month of School for this academic year! It’s been a phenomenal year
here at the Buddhi Preschool! We have enjoyed exploring this year, discovering and
meeting new friends and teachers, and learning through exploration and play.
Thank you so much for sharing your children with us this year, and trusting them in
our care! It brings us complete joy to watch your children grow, and learn, and
change, into capable, communicative children! We have enjoyed our time with all
of the families this year.

LIBRARY TIME
Reading for fun has always been the focus in our preschool program. Our early learners
have enjoyed every session. Some of the books that were read to them this term were
‘Goldilocks’, ‘Little Red Riding Hood’. From visuals, to puppet talks, children enjoyed
every bit of the sessions. The sessions always culminated with a lot of learning, sharing
ideas and happy smiles.

OUR DOOR PLAY
Outdoor play centre is always very popular in our preschool. Children playing with sand and
water are practicing eye-hand coordination and using fine motor skills to scoop, sift, funnel,
and pour. ... Digging in sand or splashing water can also reduce the energy level of
overexcited children and provide an acceptable way for them to vent anger or frustration.
They love playing with tyres, hose pipes, and water in the sand area. The sand and water
centre provide important opportunities for children to practice cooperative play and
sharing.

ART AND CRAFT
As we celebrated diwali in a grand way, Preschool children also contributed their bit by
making beautiful diyas and wall hangings, which looked vibrant and colourful and was
much appreciated by the parents.

DRAMATIC PLAY
This term children had fun in the dramatic play centre playing with loose parts. They
did set up their own pizza restaurant with the available loose parts in the classroom.
They made a colourful oven with an old carton box. Children got a chance to pretend
to play the role of a chef, cashier, waiter and customer.

COOKING
As our pizza restaurant role play was very popular, they wanted to make real pizzas.
We had a wonderful time making our own mini pizzas with lot of vegetables and
cheese.

